Characterization of super liquid-repellent surfaces
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Characterization of the wetting properties is a prerequisite for a fundamental understanding and the targeted development of superhydrophobic and superamphiphobic layers. To fabricate super liquid-repellent layers, two requirements need to be met: The surfaces have to be of low energy and their nano- and microstructure needs to be designed in a way that leads to the entrapment of air. The challenge is to design and produce suitable nano- and microstructures to control wetting. Here we describe important methods to quantify wetting properties of super liquid-repellent layers. These properties include the apparent advancing and receding contact angles, the roll-off angle, tensile and lateral adhesion, the impalement pressure, and the observation of drop impact. The most important one is the apparent receding contact angle because it also limits lateral adhesion. The link of these properties to the nano- and microscopic structure of the layer is discussed. Limits, problems, and future challenges are pointed out.
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Introduction

Using nano- and microstructured surfaces with low surface energy, scientists have learned to reduce the interaction between liquid and a solid surface. Inspired by the water-repellent properties of some plant leaves and wings of insects we begin to understand the physical principles leading to superhydrophobicity. Superhydrophobicity is based on two principles [1, 2]: A low surface energy of the solid surface, often achieved by coating the surface with a fluorinated hydrocarbon, and an increased surface roughness, for example by micro-patternning. Low surface energy and high surface roughness lead to the entrapment of air when a drop of water is placed on a superhydrophobic layer. Based on these two characteristic properties many methods to fabricate artificial superhydrophobic layers have been developed (e.g. [3-5]). The challenge is still to invent simple, scalable processes leading to optically transparent, mechanically robust and chemically inert layers. Even greater challenges are to make defect-tolerant or even self-healing superhydrophobic layers.

Shortly after the first superhydrophobic surfaces also oil-repellent layers were made [4]. In the meantime the principle of superamphiphobicity is understood [6-8] and used to produce superamphiphobic layers typically by lithography [7, 9-11] or by self assembly [4, 12-16]. Like for superhydrophobic surfaces one needs to structure the surface in a way that the liquid entraps air. For non-polar liquids, a high roughness is, however, not sufficient. Overhanging structures are required [6, 7, 10, 17, 18]. The situation, where air is entrapped underneath the drop, is called “Cassie” or fakir state. The Cassie state is a necessary, but not a sufficient requirement for super liquid repellency. In contrast, when the whole solid surface is covered by the liquid the drop is in the “Wenzel” state.

Being able to fabricate liquid-repellent surfaces may open new possibilities both for research and technology. These include self-cleaning, drag reduction [19-22], fog harvesting [23], heat transfer [24], and gas exchange [20, 25]. In microfluidics tiny amounts of liquids can be manipulated with little adhesion and thus little energy dissipation. Therefore, super liquid-repellent surfaces are seen in the broader context which in general aims to control the wetting of surfaces by liquids.

To improve the properties of superhydrophobic and superamphiphobic layers physical methods are required to characterize their wetting properties. The aim of this paper is to
describe such methods critically, point out limits, open questions, and encourage the
discussion on an appropriate standardization. Standardization is important to facilitate the
transfer of scientific results into industrial applications, to compare layers produced in
different laboratories and to make a comparison to theory easier. Therefore we first need to
identify those wetting properties which are relevant and quantifiable. The suggested
properties should be linked to a simple and reliable measurement, which can be established
in many laboratories and which leads to reproducible results. Furthermore, the outcome of a
measurement should be “robust” and not sensitively depend on secondary parameters,
which may be difficult to control.

Here, we only discuss wetting properties. One should, however, be aware that for many
applications other properties are decisive, such as mechanical stability, chemical inertness
and optical transparency. In particular, mechanical properties play an essential role [26-30]
because most of the layers with very good wetting properties are not robust enough for e.g.
standard scratch test. Here, developing new mechanical test, which take into account the
nano- and microscale structure of the layer, would be helpful.

Terminology

It is useful to first agree on a certain terminology to better organize the vast amount of
literature appearing on super liquid-repellency [31]. To our knowledge IUPAC has not
defined superhydrophobicity yet. The term comes from the Latin prefix “above”, “beyond”
(supra) and the Greek words for “water” (hydr) and “fear” (phobos). It is commonly
accepted that surfaces, which show a contact angle above 150° and a roll-off angle of a
water drop of less than 10° are called superhydrophobic. This is not a precise definition. First,
one needs to specify, which contact angle is meant, the advancing or receding. Second, the
roll-off angle depends on the volume of the drop. Therefore the drop volume needs to be
specified. A more accurate definition would be: A layer showing an apparent advancing
contact angle of 150° or higher and a roll-off angle of a drop of distilled water of a specific
volume.

If the layers is super oil-repellent, it is called superoleophobic (oleum: Latin for oil) [7]. If the
layer repels both, water and oil frequently the term superamphiphobic (amphi: Greek prefix
for “on both sides”, refering to water and oil) is used. In this case a drop of a polar and non-
polar liquid forms a contact angle of 150° and higher and a roll-off angle lower than 10° for a
drop of specific volume. The liquid needs to be specified. Sometimes the adjective super-
 omniphobic (from Latin omnis “all”) is used. As to our knowledge no surface repels
 perfluorinated alkanes we avoid that term.

With respect to cleaning water, filters have been coated with oil-repellent surfaces. In this
case the oil is under water. We talk about under water superoleophobicity. The medium
surrounding the oil drop is in this case water rather than air or a gas [32].

In the following we use the term super liquid-repellent layer rather than surface to indicate
that it necessarily has a certain extension in the direction normal to the mean surface.

The term “Lotus effect” was to our knowledge first used in 1992 [33] to describe the effect of
self-cleaning on plant leaves. The anticontaminant effect of the particular structure of leaves
was even pointed out much before. In general, the term Lotus effect is used for the self-
cleaning effect on superhydrophobic layers, that are structured on the 0.1 to 100 µm length
scale, and as a results show a low adhesion to contamination in the form of particles. The
contact area between the particles and the superhydrophobic layer is strongly reduced so
that contamination is easily rinsed off by water. Self-cleaning and superhydrophobicity
sometimes but not always coincide. They are two different phenomena.

Contact angles

Currently the most widely used parameter to characterize super liquid-repellent surfaces is
the contact angle. A high apparent contact angle implies a strong liquid repellency.

Microscopic and macroscopic contact angles. All super-liquid repellent surfaces are
structured on the nano- or micrometer length scale. Therefore, it necessary to distinguish
between the microscopic contact angles determined by the materials and the macroscopic,
apparent contact angles of the layer. We term the contact angle measured on a smooth,
homogeneous planar surface of a certain material, the material contact angle Θ. This is the
contact angle formed by the liquid when extrapolating the liquid shape on the 10 nm – 1 µm
scale to the interface. We neglect the effect of interfacial forces, which may influence the
shape of the liquid interface on the 10 nm scale close to the contact line [34, 35]. On an
ideal smooth, inert surface the material contact angle can be described by Young’s equation [36]:

$$\gamma \cos \Theta = \gamma_{SV} - \gamma_{SL}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Here, $\gamma$, $\gamma_{SV}$, and $\gamma_{SL}$ are the interfacial tensions of the liquid/vapor, solid/vapor, and solid/-liquid interfaces, respectively.

It is well known that on real surfaces the contact angle for an advancing liquid is larger than the one for a receding liquid. The advancing contact angle is observed when, for example, the volume of a sessile drop is slowly increased, just before the contact line starts to advance. The receding contact angle is measured when the volume of a sessile drop is decreased just before the contact line recedes. Therefore we distinguish between advancing $\Theta_a$ and receding material contact angles $\Theta_r$.

The microscopic materials contact angle needs to be distinguished from the macroscopic, apparent contact angle $\Theta^{app}$ (Fig. 1). It is the apparent contact angle which is measured by the sessile drop method. The macroscopic scale, that is the length scale observed by eye or with a low-resolution microscope, is much larger than the nano- and microstructures forming the super liquid-repellent layer. Typically it is larger than 10 µm. In addition to the material properties of the surfaces, $\Theta^{app}$ is determined by the nano- and microstructure of the underlying pattern. Again, the apparent advancing contact angle $\Theta_a^{app}$ is higher than the apparent receding contact angle $\Theta_r^{app}$. The difference, $\Delta \Theta^{app} = \Theta_a^{app} - \Theta_r^{app}$, is called apparent contact angle hysteresis. We also distinguish between the three-phase contact line (TPCL), or simply contact line, on the microscopic and the edge of the drop on the macroscopic length scale.
**Figure 1.** Schematic of a sessile liquid drop on a superamphiphobic surface made of highly porous aggregates of nanospheres. The schematic illustrates the difference between the materials contact angle $\Theta$ and the apparent contact angle $\Theta^{\text{app}}$. The term “edge” is used to distinguish the apparent contact line and the microscopic three-phase contact line (TPCL).

**Measurement of contact angles.** Except for few cases [37], in the field of super liquid-repellent layers the contact angle is measured by the sessile drop method. A liquid drop is carefully placed on the super liquid-repellent layer. Its profile is imaged with a camera or a microscope with an illumination behind the drop [38]. Advantages of this technique are its simplicity and the fact that the contact angle is independent on the drop size. In particular for contact angles above 150°, however, the sessile drop method shows systematic errors [37, 39, 40]. Even a tiny deviation of the optical path from the horizontal or tilt to the surface can lead to significant errors in the contact angle. The result strongly depends on details of the experimental setup, such as the used magnification, applied contrast and whether the drop contour is fitted automatically or manually. The results obtained by independent scientists can easily vary up to 5-10° even if the same setup is used.

The problem is obvious when looking at a laser scanning confocal microscope image of a sessile drops on a super liquid-repellent surface (Fig. 2). The image shows a relatively smooth, gradual increase of the slope of the liquid surface at the contact line. As a result, the apparent contact angle will critically depend on where precisely one places the contact line, the magnification of the video system used to observe the drop, and how the shape is fitted.

**Figure 2.** Confocal microscope image of a water drop sitting on a soot-templated superamphiphobic (SA) [15] layer on a glass slide [41]. In this case the reflected rather than fluorescent light was detected. For better visibility the image intensity was inverted. Strong reflection is observed at the top surface of the glass slide and the bottom side of the liquid

drop. Weak scattering indicates the superamphiphobic layer. The image resolution was about 0.25 µm and 1.0 µm in the horizontal and vertical directions.

Confocal microscopy [41, 42] and interference microscopy [43, 44] are alternative ways to measure contact angles of sessile drops more precisely. Both methods are, however, only applicable to transparent samples. Furthermore, confocal and interference microscopes are costly, and so far no commercial data evaluation routines are available.

Often the so called static or as-placed apparent contact angle is reported. The static contact angle is obtained directly after placing a drop on a surface without taking the trouble of expanding and shrinking its volume gradually. The static contact angle is somewhere between the advancing and receding contact angles. It depends on the way the drop is placed onto the surface. Therefore it is only a rough characterization parameter [45]. As argued below, apparent advancing and receding contact angles should be reported. Furthermore, one should be aware that both the advancing and receding contact angle depend on velocity of the edge $v$ [46]. The static advancing and receding angles are those for $v \to 0$, i.e. the quasistatic limit is taken.

**Link between apparent contact angles and the microscopic surface structure.** Super liquid-repellency is achieved with two ingredients: appropriate surface chemistry and an appropriate nano- and microstructure. The first requirement is straightforward: The layer needs to have a low surfaces energy, which is typically achieved by coating the layer with fluorinated molecules. To minimize the contact of the liquid with the layer, a high materials contact angle with respective to the liquid is required.

Finding the right nano- and microstructure is the real challenge. Furthermore, there is no such thing as an optimal super liquid-repellent layer, as high apparent contact angles, low adhesion, good mechanical stability, and high slip length cannot be maximized simultaneously. Therefore, the microscopic architecture has to be adapted to the specific function of the layer [47].

One guiding principle to find such an architecture was provided by Cassie and Baxter [48]. For a water drop in thermodynamic equilibrium on a composite (consisting of patches of air
and solid) surface Cassie and Baxter proposed a simple equation, which relates the apparent contact angle $\Theta_{app}$ to the materials contact angle and the surface fraction of solid/liquid interface $\varphi$ [48-50]:

$$\cos \Theta_{app} = \varphi (\cos \Theta + 1) - 1$$

(2)

Here, $1-\varphi$ represents the area fraction of trapped air. Although Eq. (2) has been successfully applied to estimate contact angles of some superhydrophobic and even superamphiphobic layers, it is problematic. Liquid drops are often not in thermodynamic equilibrium and their shape is determined by pinning of the contact line [51-56]. They are in a metastable state and not in a global energy minimum. For non-polar liquids on a superamphiphobic layer this metastability is evident; globally the Wenzel state is always favorable. Therefore, Eq. (2) is not applicable to most super liquid-repellent layers.

To illustrate the importance of contact line pinning, we consider a water drop on a square array of rectangular micropillars (Fig. 3a). The material is supposed to be hydrophobic with an advancing contact angle $\Theta_a > 90^\circ$. When focusing on the situation on top of a single pillar and ignoring the precise three-dimensional microscopic shape of the liquid surface (Fig. 3b) the available range for the actual contact angle $\Theta_{app}$ is $\Theta_r \leq \Theta_{app} \leq 90^\circ + \Theta_a$. For a contact angle below $\Theta_r$ the three phase contact line would start to recede and move to the left. For contact angles greater than $90^\circ + \Theta_a$ the three-phase contact line would start to slide down the side wall of the pillar. In reality the situation is even more complicated and one needs to take into account that the contact line is not straight but distorted [41, 57-59].

**Figure 3.** (a) Schematic of a water front on a square array of pillars with a square cross-section. (b) Schematic cross-section of the edge of a drop of water on top of a single hydrophobic pillar.
Practically the apparent contact angles are, however, limited even to a smaller range. When the volume of the drop is increased the advance of the edge is hindered by the pinning of the contact line on the advancing side of the pillar. For a microarray of square pillars, the average force per unit line of the edge is proportional to $f \propto ay/d$, where $a$ is the width of the pillar and $d$ is the lattice spacing of the array [60]. The apparent contact angle results from the balance of horizontal forces acting on the edge. At an apparent contact angle $\Theta_{a\text{ app}}$ the mean horizontal force component per unit length is $\gamma \cos \Theta_{a\text{ app}}$. This force has to be balanced by the capillary force on the individual pillars. To achieve a high $\Theta_{a\text{ app}}$ this force should be strong. Therefore, the pillars should be as wide as possible and the spacing between pillars should be small so that $a/d \rightarrow 1$. The apparent advancing contact angle cannot exceed 180° because then the liquid surface would touch the next row of pillars and jump one row. Practically, external vibrations lead to a fluctuation of the liquid surface and a jump to the next row even for contact angles less than 180°. Such vibrations are unavoidable. They happen for example when placing the drop on the surface or increasing the drop volume [61]. When at some place of the edge the liquid jumps to the next row capillary waves are generated, travel along the surface of the liquid and cause fluctuations at the neighboring pillars. Therefore the detachment of the edge at one place can cause detachment/wetting at another [62].

When reducing the volume of a drop the average force per unit line $f$ resisting a receding movement of the edge is also proportional to $a\gamma/d$. To achieve a high apparent receding contact angle this force should be as low as possible. Widely spaced, narrow pillars are favorable. This condition is opposite to the one for a high apparent advancing contact angle. Thus, an optimum has to be found to achieve high advancing and receding contact angles. Apparent advancing and receding contact angles depend on different processes. Therefore, to characterize a super liquid-repellent surface both apparent contact angles are important.

**Adhesion**

Tensile adhesion experiments are a complementary way of characterizing liquid-repellency. In an adhesion experiment a small drop of liquid is brought into contact with a super liquid-repellent layer and then gradually withdrawn in normal (vertical) direction. The drop of
typically 5 µL is for example held in a metal ring, a disk, or at the end of a capillary. The force required to pull the drop off the layer, the pull-off or adhesion force, is measured, usually with a microelectromechanical balance [61, 63-65]. Liquid-repellency is correlated with a low adhesion force. Alternatively, the force between a superamphiphobically coated microparticle and a liquid was recently measured using the colloidal probe technique [66].

Fundamentally one can argue via the idealized work of adhesion. “Idealized” in the sense that when separating the liquid from the solid its shape does not change, no surface reconstruction takes place at the solid surface, and the molecular orientation and packing of the liquid molecules does not change (Fig. 4). When separating a liquid from a solid surface net free liquid and free solid surface is created, while solid/liquid interfaces is destroyed. The net change in interfacial energy per unit area is $\gamma_S - \gamma_{SL}$. Replacing $\gamma_S - \gamma_{SL}$ by $\gamma \cos \Theta$ one obtains the work of adhesion per unit area: $w = \gamma (1 + \cos \Theta)$ [67, 68]. The actual work of adhesion is certainly different and so far it is unclear how to relate the adhesion force and the work of adhesion. E.g. one assumption in the simple energy balance is that all interfaces are planar. For a liquid this is not fulfilled. Still, it is worthwhile relating the tensile adhesive force to $\gamma (1 + \cos \Theta)$. When a drop is withdrawn form a super liquid-repellent layer its edge recedes. Therefore, the apparent receding contact angle $\Theta_{app}$ should be used [31]. Indeed, Samuel found experimentally a linear increase of the pull-off force for aqueous drops versus $\gamma (1 + \cos \Theta_{app})$ [61].

Figure 4. Idealized thought experiment of separating a liquid from a solid and creating fresh solid and liquid surface at the expense of solid/liquid interface.
Adhesion measurements have the advantage of being very sensitive. Keeping the drop size constant, different samples can be compared within one device. The drawback of this method is that in general the work of adhesion is affected by the actual shape of the liquid drop, which is related to the size of the ring and to the liquid volume. As a consequence a quantitative analysis linking the adhesion force to material properties, like e.g. the receding contact angle, is more involved and systematic calculations are still missing. Axisymmetric drop profiles, which are solutions of the Laplace equation can be described by a class of axisymmetric constant mean curvature surfaces termed unduloids or nodoids (in the absence of gravity). By matching the boundary conditions it is possible to analytically determine the force curves. Baret and Brinkmann [69] investigated the mechanisms for the instability of such shapes, and determined the condition under which, when depositing a sessile drop with a syringe, it can stick to the substrate.

Knowledge of the drop shape allows a direct calculation of the attractive force. As an example we calculated the capillary force during one cycle of a typical adhesion experiment (Fig. 5a). A drop is hanging from a circular disk of radius $a$. We neglect gravitation. The top contact line of the drop is pinned at the edge during the whole experiment and initially is assumed to form an angle of $120^\circ$ (1 in Fig. 5a). From the spherical cap geometry the volume of the drop is given as $V = 5.44a^3$. When lowering the disk at some point the drop will get into contact with the super liquid-repellent layer. With the initial top angle of $120^\circ$, contact will be established at $h = 1.73a$. We assumed that directly after contact the bottom edge of the drop jumps to a contact angle similar to $\Theta^{app} (2)$. As a result the angle of initially $120^\circ$ will slightly change.

Once contact has been established a capillary force is acting between the top disk and the substrate [70]. It consist of two parts: The direct action of the surface tension along the lower edge, $2\pi r \gamma \sin \Theta^{app}$ plus the Laplace pressure $\Delta P$ acting over the contact area $\pi r^2 \Delta P$.

In our example we assume that the lowering of the disk is stopped directly after contact has been established. Then the disk is gradually moved upward again, implying that the $\Theta^{app}$ decreases. The disk is moved so slowly that equilibrium is reached at all times. In Fig. 5B we plot the capillary force for constant contact radius $r$ (dashed lines). Each radius is determined by setting the advancing contact angles $\Theta^{app}$ of $130^\circ$, $140^\circ$, $150^\circ$, or $150^\circ$ when the drop
touched. Increasing the separation $h$ the apparent contact angle on the super liquid-repellent layer decreases; please note that the contact angle indicated on the dashed lines are only the initial contact angles directly after contact.

Once the actual apparent contact angle has reached the apparent receding angle, $\Theta_{\text{app}} \rightarrow \Theta_{r\text{app}}$, the edge starts to recede at constant contact angle, namely at $\Theta_{\text{app}} = \Theta_{r\text{app}}$ (Fig. 5A, 3). Capillary forces calculated for different constant contact angles are plotted as continuous lines in Figure 5B. The slope of plot of capillary force-versus-distance is lower for constant contact angle than constant contact radius. The main reason is that for constant contact radius the curvature of the liquid surface and $\Delta P$ changes more than for a sliding edge.

Finally the liquid bridge becomes unstable and, for the range of material angles considered here, it detaches from the layer (4 in Fig. 5a). The condition for the detachment changes. For detachment it is relevant whether the experiment is carried out at fixed pulling force or at fixed distance $h$. The reason is that the adhesion force-versus-distance plot may show a maximum. When pulling with regulated, gradually increasing force, the drop detaches at the maximum of this force-versus-distance graph. When pulling with regulated, gradually increasing distance, detachment occurs at a lower force but larger distance.

A typical example for an adhesion force measurement is indicated in dark grey in Figure 5B. This specific example is for $\Theta_{a\text{app}} = 150^\circ$, $\Theta_{r\text{app}} = 140^\circ$, and $h = 1.73a$. We supposed that the drop initially attains a contact radius $r$ determined by $\Theta_{a\text{app}}$ when getting into contact at $h = 1.73a$ with the super liquid-repellent surface (bottom left of the dark grey curve in Fig. 5B). When increasing $h$ the edge remains pinned and the force increases roughly linearly with $h$. At $h = 1.84a$ the apparent contact angle reaches $\Theta_{r\text{app}}$ and the curve starts to follow the branch of constant (receding) contact angle. The edge recedes at constant contact angle of $140^\circ$. The attractive force reaches a maximum at $h = 1.86a$ and decreases afterwards. At $h = 1.94a$ the liquid bridge becomes unstable and the drop is released from the super liquid-repellent layer.

Figure 5C shows capillary forces for three different scaled volumes of the drop. We see three effects: with increasing volume the scaled distance, where the drop touches the surface,
increases; the adhesion force increases; the maximum of the force curve shifts from the constant contact radius to constant contact angle branch. Therefore, the volume changes the force qualitatively.

Figure 5. A: Schematic of an adhesion force measurement. B, C: Calculated attractive capillary force $F$, scaled by the surface tension $\gamma$ and the contact radius at the top disk $a$ versus the distance $h$ scaled by the contact radius $a$. The system is rotational symmetric. B:
Fixed drop volume $V = 5.44a^3$ for constant contact radii (dashed) and constant contact angle (continuous, apparent advancing contact angle 130, 135, 140, 145°, and 150°). Dashed lines describe forces where the contact line is pinned to a fixed radius. For pinned contact line the contact radius $r$ was calculated from $\Theta_{\text{app}}^a = 130°$, 140°, 150°, and 160°. The vertical dotted line indicates the distance at which the drop contacts the layer. C: Scaled force-versus-scaled distance for drop volumes of $V = 3.76$, 5.44 and 8.53$a^3$. The curves were calculated for a contact radius given by an initial contact angle of 150° and constant contact angle once the apparent contact angle has reached $\Theta_r^{\text{app}} = 140°$.

**Roll-off angle**

**Measuring roll-off angles.** The second parameter often used to characterize super liquid-repellent surfaces is the roll-off also called sliding or slip angle $\alpha$ [4, 71]. Measuring roll-off angles is a well-known method to measure lateral adhesion. This technique is referred to as the tilted plane method [67, 72-79]. A drop of the liquid is placed on a horizontal surface. Then the surface is gradually tilted. At the roll-off angle $\alpha$ the drop rolls off the surface. The lower the roll-off angle, the lower the lateral adhesion between liquid and solid and the stronger the liquid repellency.

For a quantitative analysis the lateral adhesion force caused by pinning of the three-phase contact line, $F_{LA}$, is set equal to the lateral component of the gravitational force, $V \rho g \sin \alpha$. Here, $V$ is the volume of the drop, $\rho$ is the density of the liquid, $g = 9.81$ m/s$^2$ is the acceleration of gravity. $F_{LA}$ is proportional to the surface tension of the liquid, the length of the edge and the difference of the cosines of the apparent contact angles at the leading and trailing edges $\cos \Theta_{\text{app}}^a - \cos \Theta_{\text{app}}^r$ [67, 74, 78, 80]. As a result we get

$$\sin \alpha = k \frac{Vr}{\rho g} \left( \cos \Theta_{\text{app}}^a - \cos \Theta_{\text{app}}^r \right)$$

(3)

Here, $r$ is the equivalent radius of a circle with the same area as the apparent contact area and $k$ is a constant, which depends on the precise conditions; it has been calculated to be between $k = 4/\pi$ and 2.0 [73, 75, 76, 78, 81]. Theoretically, for low hysteresis, which is the
case on super liquid-repellent surfaces, \( k = 4/\pi = 1.27 \) is the best value while \( k = 2 \) is for strong hysteresis \([82]\). Experimentally a value of \( k = 1.9 \) seems to be a good choice for water on different polymer surfaces, even for low hysteresis \([62, 73, 82, 83]\). Since the apparent contact radius is proportional to \( V^{1/3} \) the sine of the roll-off angle is proportional to \( \sin \alpha \propto V^{-2/3} \). The roll-off angle decreases with increasing volume of the drop. Therefore, when roll-off angles are reported also the volume of the drop needs to be given. A suitable volume is that of a drop of the liquid with a diameter corresponding to the capillary length \( \kappa = \sqrt{\gamma / g \rho} \) or \( V = \pi \kappa^3 / 6 \). For water this volume would by 10.3 µL.

Practically \( \Theta_r^{app} \) is more relevant than \( \Theta_a^{app} \) simply because the cosine of the angle changes less and less when approaching 180°. Thus going from 160° to 170° only leads to a change in cosine of 0.045 while going from 140° to 150° leads to a change of 0.10.

**Relation between roll-off angle, \( \Theta_a^{app} \), and \( \Theta_r^{app} \).** Reporting the roll-off angle together with the volume of a drop is a good way of characterizing a super liquid-repellent layer. When however, trying to relate contact angle hysteresis quantitatively to the roll-off angle one needs to consider several possible effects and problems:

- For very high contact angles the apparent contact radius, \( r \), is difficult to measure precisely by the sessile drop method. For drops which are much smaller than the capillary length \( \sqrt{\gamma / g \rho} \), so that they are spherically shaped, \( r \) can be calculated from the volume by \([76]\)

\[
r = \left[ \frac{V}{\pi \left( 1 - \cos \Theta^{app} \right) \left( 2 + \cos \Theta^{app} \right)} \right]^{1/3} = \left[ \frac{6V}{\pi \tan \left( \Theta^{app} / 2 \right) \left[ 1 + \tan^2 \left( \Theta^{app} / 2 \right) \right]} \right]^{1/3}
\]

(4)

Here, we assumed that the contact angle hysteresis is small so that in Eq. (4) we can set \( \Theta_r^{app} \approx \Theta_a^{app} = \Theta^{app} \). In reality the apparent contact area is not perfectly circular but is elongated along the sliding direction. As a first approximation it can be taken as elliptical \([78]\). To obtain both axes two cameras are needed.

- Krasovitski and Marmur point out that on patterned substrates the contact angle at the upper, trailing edge of the drop at the stability limit \( \Theta_{\text{min}} \) and the contact angle at the lower, leading edge of the drop just before roll-off \( \Theta_{\text{max}} \) are not necessarily equal to the
apparent receding and advancing contact angles, respectively [84]. In most cases, however, within experimental error margin $\Theta_{\min} = \Theta_r^{app}$ and $\Theta_{\max} = \Theta_a^{app}$ for super-liquid repellent surfaces.

- It has been observed by Pierce et al [85] that different protocols can lead remarkably different measures of roll-off angles. Recently Semprebon and Brinkmann [86] pointed out that these differences can be related to the quasi static deformation of the drop before the onset of motion. Therefore for a given substrate there is a certain range of possible roll-off angles, whose width scales with the range of apparent contact angle hysteresis.

To estimate the roll-off angle it is sufficient to report the apparent receding contact angle of a super liquid-repellent layer. The reason is that for a given receding contact angle, the roll-off angle cannot exceed a certain threshold. To calculate this threshold one may insert $\Theta_a^{app} = 180^\circ$ in Eq. (3), because $\Theta_a^{app} = 180^\circ$ leads to the largest possible difference in $\cos \Theta_r^{app} - \cos \Theta_a^{app}$ and thus to the largest possible roll-off angle.

This, however, only leads to a rough estimate. A more precise upper limit for $\alpha$ is obtained when considering the influence of the contact angle on the contact radius. For super-liquid repellent surfaces the contact angle hysteresis is low ($\Theta_r^{app} - \Theta_a^{app} \leq 30^\circ$ [76]). To calculate this maximal roll-off angle from Eq. (3) we use the mean contact angle $(\Theta_{r}^{app} + \Theta_{a}^{app})/2 = \Theta^{app}$ in Eq. (4) to calculate the contact radius. Then we need to find the maximum of

$$
\sin \alpha = k \left(\frac{6}{\pi}\right)^{1/3} \frac{\gamma}{V^{1/3} \rho g} \frac{\cos \Theta_r^{app} - \cos \left(\Theta_r^{app} + \Delta \Theta\right)}{\tan^{1/3} \left[3 + \tan^2 \left(\frac{\Theta_r^{app} + \Delta \Theta}{2}\right)\right]^{1/3}}
$$

This function is maximal for $\Delta \Theta \approx 0.55 \left(180^\circ - \Theta_r^{app}\right)$. Maximal roll-off angles for water drops on surfaces with receding contact angles of 140°, 150°, and 160° calculated with Eq. (5) and $\Delta \Theta \approx 0.55 \left(180^\circ - \Theta_r^{app}\right)$ are plotted in Figure 6.

Note, that for fixed apparent receding contact angle the roll-off angle decreases with decreasing interfacial tension. This implies that a drop of hexadecane rolls off more easily.
than a drop of water. However for an identical layer, hexadecane shows a lower apparent receding contact angle than water, in line with the observation that the apparent receding contact angle decreases with decreasing interfacial tension [7].

**Figure 6.** Maximal roll-off angles possible for a drop of water (\(\rho=997 \text{ kg/m}^3\), \(\gamma=0.0720 \text{ N/m}\)) and hexadecane (\(\rho=770 \text{ kg/m}^3\), \(\gamma=0.0271 \text{ N/m}\)) at 25°C at a given receding apparent contact angle of 130°, 140°, 150°, and 160° versus the drop volume. A spherical drop shape was assumed and Eqs. (3-4) with \(\Delta \Theta = 0.55 (180° - \Theta_{app}^{\text{roll}})\) were applied. Above the plotted lines the drop certainly rolls off the layer.

**Impalement**

A necessary requirement for super liquid-repellency is that the liquid is in the Cassie state with air trapped underneath. When the liquid impales the layer and goes to the Wenzel state the contact angle hysteresis increases and super liquid-repellency is lost. The critical pressure at which the liquid changes from the Cassie to the Wenzel state is the impalement
pressure. A penetration of the layers needs to be prevented because usually the transition is irreversible. Once a non-polar liquid has impaled a superamphiphobic layer, the whole liquid has to be removed, e.g. by evaporation, before the super-liquid repellent state can be reached again.

**Impalement mechanisms.** Two main pathways for impalement have been discussed: depinning and sagging [11, 17, 42, 47, 50, 51, 87-92]. To illustrate them let us consider water on a square array of cylindrical, hydrophobic pillars of diameter $a$ and a pillar-to-pillar distance $d$. For negligible gravity the water surface would be perfectly planar and the cross-section would be a straight line (Fig. 7a). When a static pressure is applied, for example the hydrostatic pressure, the liquid will start to sag in between the pillars. Due to the resulting curvature a capillary counter pressure stabilizes the liquid. The pressure is directly linked to the curvature by the Laplace equation.

When increasing the pressure and depending on $a$, $d$, and the pillar height $h$ the water will impale the layer in different ways. For low pillars the bottom surface of the liquid will sag in the layer until it touches the substrate (Fig. 7b) [87, 88]. Then it will spread sideways and flood the whole superhydrophobic structure. If we, for example consider a square array of micropillars, the deepest point on the liquid surface ($h-h_{sag}$) is on the diagonal between two pillars [42]. The precise shape of the liquid surface has to be calculated numerically [93]. As a rough approximation, we describe the cross-section of the liquid by a segment of a circle. Then the critical height where the drop touches the substrate $h_{sag} = h$ is given by

$$h = \frac{d}{2} \tan \left( \frac{\Theta - 90^\circ}{2} \right)$$

Here, $\Theta \leq \Theta_a$ is the actual microscopic contact angle. The radius of curvature of the liquid surface along the diagonal is roughly $\left[ h^2 + d^2/2 \right]/2h$, leading to a Laplace pressure of

$$P_{sag} = \frac{4\gamma h}{h^2 + d^2/2} \quad \text{for} \quad h \leq \frac{d}{\sqrt{2}} \tan \left( \frac{\Theta_a - 90^\circ}{2} \right)$$

For sufficiently high pillars the liquid will sag until it reaches the microscopic advancing angle. The situation becomes unstable and the liquid will impale the layer (Fig. 7c). The
radius of curvature along the diagonal is given by.\[ d/\sqrt{2 \sin(\Theta_a - 90^\circ)} \]. With \[ \sin(\Theta_a - 90^\circ) = -\cos \Theta_a \] we get a maximal supported pressure of

\[ P_{\text{sag}} = -2\sqrt{2} \frac{\gamma}{d} \cos \Theta_a \quad \text{for} \quad h > \frac{d}{\sqrt{2}} \tan\left(\frac{\Theta_a - 90^\circ}{2}\right) \quad (8) \]

Once the applied pressure is higher than \( P_{\text{sag}} \), the three-phase contact line depins from the edge of the pillars, the liquid surface starts to slide down the walls of the pillars and the layer is impaled. During this process the actual microscopic contact angle with the walls of the pillars is equal to \( \Theta_a \) (Fig. 7d) [94]. The capillary force per pillar is equal to the circumference \( \pi a \) times the vertical component of the surface tension \( \gamma \cos \Theta_a \) [1, 95]. Dividing this force by the area per pillar leads to an impalement pressure of

\[ P_{\text{dep}} (1 - \varphi) = -\frac{\pi a \gamma}{(d + a)^2} \cos \Theta_a \quad (9) \]

For \( P_{\text{sag}} < P_{\text{dep}} \) sagging is more likely while for \( P_{\text{sag}} > P_{\text{dep}} \) the Cassie-to-Wenzel transition occurs via depinning.

We would like to add another way of impalement which is important for long-term stability of volatile liquids: Evaporation and condensation (Fig. 7e). Due to the curvature underneath a liquid on top of a super liquid-repellent surface the vapor pressure is increased according to the Kelvin equation. If the vapor cannot equilibrate with the surrounding it may start condensing in corners and on the substrate. The amount of condensed liquid increases due to transfer of molecules through the vapor phase.
**Figure 7.** Schematic cross-section through the diagonal of an array of cylindrical, hydrophobic pillars of height $h$, diameter $a$, and lattice constant $d+a$ with water on top. (a) At zero pressure; (b) Sag impalement for low pillar height; (c) Sag impalement for high pillars; (d) Depinning impalement; (e) Impalement due to evaporation and condensation.

**Measuring impalement.** Measuring the impalement pressure is far from being a standard method. One way is to watch an evaporating water drop. While the drop evaporates its radius decreases and its capillary pressure $P = 2\gamma/R$ increases; here, $R$ is the radius of the drop. When the capillary pressure is so high, that is exceeds the impalement pressure the drop changes from the Cassie to the Wenzel state [11, 88, 89, 94]. This transition can usually be observed by a jump in the contact area. If the edge is fixed and does not jump one can still observe a transition from constant contact angle to constant contact radius evaporation [42]. The method is, however, limited to relatively low impalement pressures because the drop needs to have a certain size; otherwise the edge is difficult to observe by optical microscopy and the drop evaporates within seconds. For a minimal drop size of say $R = 50 \mu m$ the corresponding maximal detectable impalement pressure is $\approx 3$ kPa. To reach higher
pressures and study long-term stability of entrapped air, Poetes et al. [96] immersed super-hydrophobic plates in a water tank of up to 1.5 m depth, reaching a pressure of $1.5 \times 10^4$ Pa.

For transparent super-liquid-repellent surfaces one can use an interference [97] or confocal microscope [42] and record the pressure where the entrapped air disappears. Entrapped air can be detected with high sensitivity due to the large difference in refractive index between condensed matter and gas. Therefore, plastrons scatter light effectively.

Pressing on a drop is another way of inducing impalement [45, 87, 98, 99]. Therefore, a liquid drop is deposited onto the horizontal super liquid-repellent layer. Another horizontal plate is moved downwards until the drop is compressed. This plate may be coated with the same layer as the bottom substrate (Fig. 8) [87]. Care must be taken to prevent the drop from sliding out off the gap. The liquid is squeezed sideways and the Laplace pressure in the liquid increases. The Laplace pressure is given by the curvature of the liquid by $P = \gamma (1/R + 1/l) \approx \gamma / R$. Here, $R$ is the radius in vertical direction and $l$ the radius in horizontal direction. We can relate the thickness of the liquid layer $h$ to the apparent advancing contact angle of the super liquid-repellent layer: $h = -2R \cos \Theta_a^{app}$. Here, we assumed that the horizontal extension of the liquid is much larger than the layer thickness ($l >> h$) and we assumed a circular shape of the liquid surface (circular approximation). In the experiment the drop is compressed until it impales the super liquid-repellent layer. With the Laplace pressure $P = \gamma / R$ we can calculate the impalement pressure from

$$P_{imp} = -\frac{2\gamma}{h} \cos \Theta_a^{app}$$

The challenge is to measure precisely the contact angles and the gap thickness. This may prove difficult because again the optical path would need to be perfectly horizontal.

![Figure 8. Schematic of a drop pressed between two similar super liquid-repellent plates.](image_url)
An alternative to the optical method would be to measure the force exerted onto the plate. This force is given by the direct action of the surface tension of the liquid plus the capillary pressure acting over an area \( \pi l^2 \):

\[
F = 2 \pi \gamma l \sin \Theta^{app} + \pi l^2 P
\]  

(11)

Usually, the second term is much larger than the first one and

\[
F = - \frac{2 \pi l^2 \gamma}{h} \cos \Theta^{app}
\]  

(12)

From a measurement of \( F, l \) and \( h \) one can calculate the impalement pressure. Impalement should be visible from a full \( F\)-vs-\( h \) curve.

**Dynamic characteristics of superhydrophobic surfaces: drop impact**

One possibility to obtain information on the properties of super liquid-repellent layers is to study the outcome of drop impact. Impact dynamics of liquid drops is directly relevant for self-cleaning and a number of industrial processes such as rapid spray cooling, spray painting and coating [100, 101]. When coating windows or solar cells with a super liquid-repellent layer for self-cleaning the impacting rain drops should not impale the layer.

In a drop impact experiment a drop of defined volume and initial velocity collides with a super liquid-repellent layer. Drop impact is observed using a high-speed video camera. The interfacial tension, the viscosity of the liquid, and the chemical and physical properties of the surface and its layer structure determine the impact dynamics. The dynamics of drop impact was investigated for different impact velocity and drop sizes on regular and random superhydrophobic surfaces [102-109]. For superamphiphobic layers drop impact experiments are even more important since impalement of non-polar liquids leads to a permanent breakdown of the Cassie state [106, 110, 111].

Drop impact is usually described as a function of the dimensionless Weber and Reynolds number. The Weber number represents the ratio of the kinetic to the surface energy: \( We = \rho D_0 U_0^2 / \gamma \). The Reynolds number, \( Re = \rho D_0 U_0 / \eta \), is the ratio of the inertial to viscous terms. Here, \( D_0 \) is the initial drop diameter, \( U_0 \) is the drop impact velocity, \( \rho \) is the density of
the liquid, and \( \eta \) is its viscosity. For water drops impacting on super-hydrophobic layers four different scenarios can be distinguished [103]:

- **Deposition.** For \( We \) roughly below 0.2 the drop is deposited on the surface. Impact dynamics of drops on surfaces can usually be divided into two phases. First, in the spreading phase the drop is flattened. In this process the kinetic energy is converted to interfacial energy of the deformed drop [105, 112, 113]. For low Weber numbers and thus low impact velocities the deformation of the drop is small as compared to its diameter.

- **Rebound.** With increasing Weber number the maximum lateral extension of the drop increases and the drop fully rebounces, as in example in Fig. 9. In most cases the appearance of the full rebound regime serves as an evidence of the surface hydrophobicity.

- **Pinning/Sticking.** At high \( We \) numbers the pressure underneath the drop exceeds the impalement pressure. The liquid penetrates into the superhydrophobic layer and goes to the Wenzel state. As a result the drop is pinned. The threshold velocity between rebound and pinning regimes depends on the specific repellency of the surface. This is the range where a test by drop impact is useful to characterize a layer.

- **Splashing/fragmentation.** At high Weber and Reynolds numbers, drops splash into many smaller droplets after impact (Fig. 10). It is known that the splashing threshold (which is the minimum impact velocity leading to splash) depends on the Reynolds and Weber numbers, surface roughness and on the air pressure [100, 101].

Among the main quantities which can be used to characterize the dynamic properties of super repellent layers are the maximum spreading diameter and the rebound/sticking threshold.
Figure 9. Impact and rebound of a 1.59 mm drop of water onto a cold (-10°C) superhydrophobic layer with 3.3 m/s impact velocity. The drop partially breaks up [121].

Figure 10. Splash of a drop of 194 μm diameter on a superhydrophobic surface at an impact velocity 34 m/s [121].

The **Maximum drop spreading diameter** $D_{\text{max}}$ is relevant to many practical applications. Therefore, the ability of a certain surface to influence $D_{\text{max}}$ could be an important characteristic of such surface. Clanet et al. [113] showed that the maximum spreading diameter on superhydrophobic substrates scales with the Weber number as $D_{\text{max}} \propto We^{1/4}$. 
This scaling was validated by other experiments [114]. On the other hand, recent experiments [115] demonstrated (Fig. 11a), that at Weber numbers higher than \( \approx 30 \), the maximum spreading diameter does almost not depend on the substrate wettability. Even at Weber numbers smaller than 30 the difference between maximum spreading diameters on superhydrophobic and partially wettable substrates is not significant.

In fact, the maximum spreading diameter depends not only on the Weber number but also on the Reynolds number, since the role of viscosity on the spreading dynamics of the drop is important even for super liquid-repellant layers. One of the recently formulated expressions for the maximum spreading diameter for partially wettable substrates takes into account the evolution of the viscous boundary layer near the wall and the edge deceleration due to surface tension [116]:

\[
\frac{D_{\text{max}}}{D_0} = 0.87 \text{Re}^{1/5} - \beta \frac{\text{Re}^{2/5}}{\text{We}^{1/2}}
\]

with \( \beta = 0.40 \). Only the last term in Eq. (13) accounts for the forces associated with wettability. The corresponding coefficient can therefore be corrected if a drop impacting onto superhydrophobic layers is considered. By fitting experimental data, the corrected expression for superhydrophobic surfaces leads to \( \beta \approx 0.48 \). A comparison of the predictions by Eq. (14) with the experimental data is shown in Fig. 11b. The agreement is rather good, which implies that high-speed impact onto superhydrophobic surfaces can be described by the same formalism as impact onto a smooth substrate. The difference is only in the magnitude of the force, associated with wettability, applied to the expanding edge of the drop. Therefore drop spreading at high Weber numbers cannot be used for substrate characterization since at these conditions the inertia is dominant while the effect of forces associated with surface tension and wettability is small. Surface characterization by measurements of the maximum spreading diameter has therefore to be performed only at small Weber numbers (\( \text{We} < 30 \)) keeping the impact parameters constant for various substrates.
Figure 11. Maximal horizontal expansion of a water drop impacting onto a superhydrophobic substrate at relatively small Weber numbers (a) and high Weber numbers (b). Experimental [113-115] and values calculated with Eq. (13) and $\beta = 0.48$ are compared for drops of initial diameter 1.0 and 2.8 mm.

It should be noted that the rate of change of the drop diameter in the receding phase is mainly governed by surface tension and wettability [100]. This property can be used for characterization of the hysteresis of the contact angle of a certain substrate.

The Rebound/sticking threshold velocity is the minimum velocity for sticking, which is directly related to the impalement phenomenon. For drop impact the occurrence of the Cassie-to-Wenzel transition is often modeled by the average, static force balance, namely equating the maximum capillary pressure, which can be estimated for example from Eqs. (8)-(10), to the dynamic pressure associated with impact [102, 117]. This dynamic pressure is usually estimated from the stationary Bernoulli equation as $P_a = \rho U_0^2/2$. For example, Jung & Bhushan [105] estimate the critical impact velocity for the impalement on superhydrophobic layers consisting of an array of cylindrical pillars of the height $h$ and diameter $a$ as

$$U_c = \frac{1}{d \sqrt{2 - a}} \sqrt{\frac{32 \gamma h}{\rho}},$$

where $d$ is the distance between the pillars.
In many cases such approaches successfully predict the critical velocity of the impalement despite the fact that some important assumptions, leading to the expressions of type (14), are not precise. First of all, the pressure produced by drop impact is not constant and is not precisely equal to $\rho U_0^2 / 2$. At the very first instant (in fact of the relatively short duration of $D_0/c$, where $c$ is the speed of sound in the liquid) the pressure is produced by a shock of $P_s = \rho U_0 c$ [118]. Afterwards the pressure quickly decreases. Numerical calculations show that the pressure at the impact region can be approximately expressed as

$$P = 1.7 \rho U_0^2 \exp(-3.1 U_0 t / D_0),$$

(Fig. 12 in [119]). One important study which can help to understand the process of impalement of an impacting drop is the investigation of drop impact onto a thin porous membranes [120]. A drop impacting on such a porous membrane generates an array of small micro-jets behind the pore even at relatively small impact velocity as low as 2 m/s. They have estimated the penetration depth of the micro-jets in the pores of the membrane as

$$h_p \approx \frac{\rho U_0 d_p^2}{\eta},$$

obtained from the balance of the inertial and viscous terms in the flow near the pore. Here, $d_p$ is the pore diameter.

The impalement velocity predicted using Eq. (14) and applied to the substrates consisting of the array of pillars is much smaller than that observed in experiments [105]. As we mentioned above, the critical velocity of impalement can be influenced by the entrapped air in the impact region preventing the liquid from contacting the substrate [114]. Sticking can occur when the time for drop spreading and receding is long enough for the diameter of the entrapped air lens to reach the receding drop diameter. The value of the impalement velocity (rebound/sticking threshold) is therefore a property of significant importance for characterizing the dynamic behavior of super liquid-repellent layers.

**Summary**
The apparent receding contact angle $\Theta_{r}^{\text{app}}$ is the most important parameter characterizing the quality of a super liquid-repellent layers. Similar information is obtained when reporting the advancing $\Theta_{a}^{\text{app}}$ and the roll-off angle $\alpha(V)$ at defined drop volume. $\Theta_{r}^{\text{app}}$, $\Theta_{a}^{\text{app}}$, and $\alpha(V)$ represent the basic set of information, which allows comparing different layers. $\Theta_{r}^{\text{app}}$ and $\Theta_{a}^{\text{app}}$ are determined by the strength of contact line pinning for the receding and advancing edge of a drop, respectively. Microscopically the receding and advancing edge of drops progress in fundamentally different ways.

A useful phenomenological definition of super liquid-repellency with respect to a specific liquid is: $\Theta_{a}^{\text{app}} \geq 150^\circ$ and $\alpha \leq 10^\circ$ at a drop volume of $\pi k^3/6$ or typically 10 $\mu$L. For high contact angles it even suffices to report the apparent receding contact angle because it sets an upper limit for the roll-off angle. For example, a 5 $\mu$L drop of water will roll-off for tilt angles $\leq 10^\circ$ for $\Theta_{r}^{\text{app}} = 146^\circ$. For hexadecane the same condition leads to $\Theta_{r}^{\text{app}} = 136^\circ$.

We are still lacking theories which quantitatively link the microscopic structure of a layer to the apparent contact angles. Such a theory explicitly has to take into account that drops are usually not in a global thermodynamic equilibrium. Furthermore, for high contact angles the sessile drop method is often not precise. Therefore, complementary methods are important.

Tensile (vertical) adhesion measurements are an additional, sensitive way of characterizing super liquid-repellency. They need to be carried out at defined boundary condition on the top plate, at defined liquid volume, and they need to be complemented by calculations taking into account the precise shape of the liquid surfaces. Vertical adhesion is linked to $\Theta_{r}^{\text{app}}$.

Measurements of the roll-off angle are linked to the apparent contact angle hysteresis. Carried out at defined drop volume they provide valuable information on the lateral adhesion. A universal theory, providing the proportionality factor $k$ between $\cos \Theta_{r}^{\text{app}} - \cos \Theta_{a}^{\text{app}}$ and $\sin \alpha$ is not yet available. It may not exist at all and $k$ may depend on the specific nano- and microstructure.

An important property characterizing the robustness of a super liquid-repellent layer is the impalement pressure. For low pressures, $\leq 3$ kPa, the impalement pressure can be measured easily, e.g. by droop evaporation. Still no standardized method for testing more robust super
liquid-repellent layers is available. Drop impact is one semi-quantitative test, which is related to dynamic impalement.
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